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Listening to Born Sinner is a bit like re-reading your old texts (which, if youve been faithful, may produce a new appreciation for their flaws). Assume that Born Sinner.com will be a continuous thread for glimpses of the man, his collaborators, his influences, and his thoughts--online and in person. The goal, Cole says, is to consistently update and evolve. Last fall, Cole told NPR that he
needed to remove the unessential from his songs and put them on a more artistic level. For example, he says, theres a line in I Still Am, about a dude who was a rapper who gave up rap. I had it on the record and a couple months later, realized it could be a better lyric. If hes a kid at the start of the song, hes a grownass man at the end of the song. On Sunday night, he and his project
came out from the shadows and released a recording on SoundCloud, especially designed for Internet radio. (He says this all began with the Yeezus rumors.) This came out before his Born Sinner project. When you hear it, it could be the next Yeezus, Cole says. Wait till you hear the features. You will be blown away. Dont believe the album is good? No, it is, Cole insists. You just have to
listen to it. He insists that Born Sinner is part of a movement that began with Drake's Nothing Was The Same. Cole was listening to the album when he was in a bad place. He sat on a plane and put it on just to vent. It kicked my ass for a good couple months. I was very depressed and I was very stressed out. When I first heard it, I realized I could love myself too. Cole often delivers his

latest message through an aloof rapper persona-particularly when he rhymes with B.o.B. But if you know Cole, you know he was Born Sinner before anything else. On Born Sinner, which is available for download on iTunes, Cole’s voice is a work of art, an effect of his choice to sing on the majority of the album instead of rely on freestyle. Its just more artful. It takes a few listens. The
project only adds to the value of Born Sinner. I am proud to say that I am not guilty. I am not guilty for being a father.
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